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Combining a tailored strength-training program with transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) to improve upper extremity function in chronic stroke 
patients

Strengthening exercises are recommended for managing persisting weakness in the extremities post-stroke. Yet, training interventions to restore upper limb (UL) function after a 
stroke often produce variable outcomes because of their generic nature. For this randomized controlled trial (RCT), our primary goal was to determine whether tailoring 
strengthening interventions using a biomarker of corticospinal integrity, as reflected in the amplitude of motor evoked potentials (MEPs) elicited by transcranial magnetic stimulation 
(TMS), could lead to improved function of the affected UL. A secondary aim was to determine whether adding anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), a 
neurostimulation technique of the motor cortex, could enhance response to exercise. For this multisite RCT (Montréal, Sherbrooke, Ottawa), 80 chronic stroke adults were recruited. 
Pre and post training, participants underwent clinical evaluations of their affected arm [Fugl-Meyer Stroke Assessment (FMA); Motor Activity Log (MAL); Range of Motion (ROM)] and 
a TMS evaluation of the affected motor cortex. Baseline MEPs’ amplitude served to estimate each participant’s potential for recovery: low/moderate/high. Participants were then 
stratified into three groups of training intensity levels, determined by the one-repetition maximum (1RM): 1RM/low:35-50%; 1RM/moderate:50-65%; 1RM/high:70-80%. Strength 
training targeted the affected arm (3 times/week for 4 weeks). In each group, participants were randomly allocated into the real or sham tDCS group (anodal montage, 2mA). We 
found significant improvements in motor function (FMA: P=.038; MAL: P<.001; ROM: P<.01) and cortical excitability (MEP: P<.001) in response to tailored strength training. Although 
all three groups showed significant improvements after the strength training, considering FMA scores, greater gains were observed in the low (P<.001) and moderate (P<.001) 
intensity training groups, whereas for MAL, greatest gain was found in the low training group (P<.001). However, no further benefits could be attributed to tDCS (P=.616). Tailored 
strengthening program appears to be effective in improving arm function post-stroke, even at the chronic phase, but the added value of tDCS still remains equivocal.
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The Effect of Acute Exercise and Continuous Theta Burst Stimulation (cTBS) on Language Performance in Individuals with and without Poststroke 
Aphasia (PSA)
Post stroke aphasia (PSA) - an acquired loss of language abilities - is one of the most common consequences of stroke1 and remains in more than 50% of cases 2-4. Research has 
revealed that neuroplasticity can contribute to an alteration of affected language networks in PSA 1,5-10. Two feasible interventions to promote neuroplasticity are cardiovascular 
exercise11-13 and non-invasive brain stimulation (NIBS)14-15. Acute cardiovascular exercise (ACE) has been shown to foster improvement of executive functions, attention, memory, and 
learning in healthy individulals12-13,16-18, and of motor functions in people with stroke19. Inhibitory NIBS has also been shown to enhance naming in PSA6-7, 20-21. A recent systematic 
review revealed that ACE can further upgrade the effect of NIBS on neuroplasticity when performed as a “primer” prior to such techniques in healthy adults22. However, there is little 
evidence on the effects of these combined interventions on language performance in PSA. The present within-subject study will investigate the extent to which a single bout of 
cardiovascular exercise, continuous theta burst stimulation (cTBS), or the combination of both can improve verbal fluency (VF) and lexicality judgments (LJ) in adults with and without 
PSA. It is hypothesized that ACE and a session of cTBS can independently improve VF and LJ while the combination of these interventions can have a summative effect. Twenty right-
handed individuals (45-74 years old) without stroke and ten individuals with non-fluent PSA due to first-time left-hemispheric ischemic stroke (6-36 months poststroke) will be 
recruited. The study is conducted in four phases/visits: Visit1: baseline assessments; Visit 2: vigorous exercise followed by Sham-cTBS; Visit 3: no-intensity exercise and cTBS and, Visit 
4: a combination of vigorous exercise and cTBS. VF and lexical decision priming tasks will be evaluated in all visits.
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